Lorenzen Ranches Annual Bull Sale

February 23, 2017
Madras, OR

90 Red Angus Bulls $5,132
51 Composite Bulls $3,875
143 Total Bulls $4,677
10 Elite Heifers $6,477

Tops:
Lot 102, Lorenzen Predator 6022, a 5/8 RA 3/8 SIM bull by Bar CK Hunter X Lorenzen Droid $11,000 to River Bend Ranch, Days Creek, OR
Lot 5, Lorenzen Game Changer 6906, Brown BLW Legend X HXC Conquest $10,500 to Rossi Ranches, Paulina, OR
Lot 1, Lorenzen Bank Roll 6904, Brown BLW Legend X HXC Conquest $10,000 to Iron Triangle Ranch Dayville, OR
Lot 45, Lorenzen Rogue 6007, Lorenzen Paver X Lorenzen Joshua III $8,500 to Reed Ranching Carlin, NV

Heifer:
Lot 171, Lorenzen Connie Legend 670, Brown BLW Legend X Brown Commitment $14,000 to Iron Triangle Ranch Dayville, OR

130 of the 143 Bulls sold to repeat customers